Disciples for Life®
See What God Made Nursery Curriculum
See What God Made can help transform your nursery into a life-changing ministry!
We’ve put together a few tips to help guide you in implementing this curriculum.
Follow these simple steps and you are off to a great start!

1. Save the box!
The box that holds See What God Made doubles as your
“Big Bible.” The Big Bible box has cutout tabs below
the outer flap to hold each lesson’s Teaching Picture.
Open the “cover” to display the picture inside the Bible.
This important visual aid will help infants and toddlers
begin to connect your lessons to the Bible.
2. Play the CD
At the eleventh hour, God led us to an
exquisite album of Scripture-based
lullabies—Hidden in My Heart from
Breakaway Music. We are including this
CD in every box at no extra charge.
Perfect for gentle background music, you will fall in
love with this album. You can order more copies at
scripture-lullabies.com.
3. Gather the toys
Each lesson suggests small objects for your children to
interact with. Collect as many of the suggested items
as you can and keep them in a large plastic bin or set
of bins. Your volunteers will be able to gather what
they need quickly and easily.
4. Decorate your room
Each week, put up bright, colorful decorations themed
around the lesson. They can be as simple as construction paper cutouts or as elaborate as you can manage.
The more items you can put up, the better. As children
arrive, show them the decorations to reinforce the
lesson and to distract them as they transition from
parents to teacher.

5. Use the posters

See What God Made includes
two sets of Raising Godly
Children parent posters—
What Babies Really Need and
What Toddlers Really Need.
These brochures useful posters
outline spiritual development
milestones and activities for
children.

• Laminate the posters or cover on both sides with Clear

Con-Tact® Cover paper for durability. Laminating
makes cleaning easier (bleach and water solution).

• Display both posters (Your Baby’s Growth and

Your Toddler’s Growth) in your nursery—attractive additions that provide caregivers with helpful
information.

• Display the posters at an adult’s eye level for the
parents to view as they bring their children to your
nursery.

• Purchase enough Raising Godly Children brochures
so that each nursery room has its own supply. Make
sure that every child’s parent/caregiver has one!

6. Display the pictures
Find a wall on your room to display the Teaching
Pictures from the current quarter. Children will enjoy
reviewing past weeks and your oldest ones will begin
to recognize the patterns associated with each quarter
sequence.
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